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Flex 3 with JavaPackt Publishing, 2009
Flex 3 is a great technology for developing Rich Internet Applications for the Web as well as for the desktop. If you are a developer looking to design great-looking and sophisticated user interfaces that resemble desktop-based applications, and want to utilize an existing server technology such as Java to develop RIAs, this book is for you.
...
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Digital Infrared Photography (Photo Workshop)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
"Digital Infrared Photography," an all new guide that illustrates and explores the enchantingly beautiful world of infrared images.

By simply adding a filter to the camera lens, or using a converted camera, digital photographers can capture infrared (IR) images featuring expressive skies, dramatic clouds, and intriguing white...
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Microsoft SQL Server Reporting Services Recipes: for Designing Expert ReportsWrox Press, 2010

	Learn to design more effective and sophisticated business reports


	While most users of SQL Server Reporting Services are now comfortable designing and building simple reports, business today demands increasingly complex reporting. In this book, top Reporting Services design experts have contributed step-by-step recipes for creating...
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Learning the iOS 4 SDK for JavaScript Programmers: Create Native Apps with Objective-C and XcodeO'Reilly, 2010

	You don’t have to be an Apple fanboy or fangirl to give Apple Inc. credit for redefining mobile gadgetry and its surrounding industries. First the company used the iPod to reshape the music industry and strongly influence how we acquire and consume tunes. Just count the number of people wearing iPod-connected earbuds in a subway car....
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vi and Vim Editors Pocket Reference: Support for every text editing taskO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Many Unix, Linux, and Mac OS X geeks enjoy using the powerful, platform-agnostic text editors vi and Vim, but there are far too many commands for anyone to remember. Author Arnold Robbins has chosen the most valuable commands for vi, Vim, and vi's main clones—vile, elvis, and nvi—and packed them into this...
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Head First iPhone and iPad Development: A Learner's Guide to Creating Objective-C Applications for the iPhone and iPadO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Let's say you have a killer app idea for iPhone and iPad. Where do you begin? Head First iPhone and iPad Development will help you get your first application up and running in no time. You'll not only learn how to design for Apple's devices, you'll also master the iPhone SDK tools -- including Interface...
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Problem Solving and Programming Concepts (9th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2011

	Knowledge of problem solving and programming concepts is necessary for those who
	develop applications for users. Unfortunately, many students have greater difficulty
	with problem solving than they do with the syntax of computer languages. The art of
	programming is learning multiple techniques and applying those techniques to specific...
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iPad All-in-One For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	Slate-style computers have been around for a few years, but it took
	Apple to make them catch on with the general public in a big way when
	it introduced the iPad. This small, less than a pound-and-a-half wonder has
	sold millions of units in its first year for good reason: It’s well designed,
	feature rich, and opens up a world of...
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Mobile JavaScript Application Development: Bringing Web Programming to Mobile DevicesO'Reilly, 2012

	
		The most important current trend in the software development world is, without a hint of a doubt, the mobile frontier, and in particular, the rise of the smartphone and the touch tablet.

	
		When I started my career as a developer, back in 1996, I was writing web...
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Trading ETFs: Gaining an Edge with Technical AnalysisBloomberg Press, 2012

	A comprehensive catalog of exchange-traded funds and insights into successful trading techniques


	This Second Edition of the bestselling Trading ETFs offers an updated version of the definitive guide to this vital part of the capital markets. It contains numerous new examples of the techniques that author Deron...
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Web Design in a NutshellO'Reilly, 2001

	Web Design in a Nutshell, 2nd Edition contains the nitty-gritty on everything you need to know to design Web pages. It's an excellent reference for HTML 4.01 tags (including tables, frames, forms, color, and cascading style sheets) with special attention given to browser support, platform idiosyncrasies, and standards. You'll also...
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MATLAB Linear AlgebraApress, 2014

	MATLAB is a high-level language and environment for numerical computation, visualization, and programming. Using MATLAB, you can analyze data, develop algorithms, and create models and applications. The language, tools, and built-in math functions enable you to explore multiple approaches and reach a solution faster than with spreadsheets or...
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